Call for Submissions
Irish Migration Studies in Latin America
2020 Special Issue:
HISTORY, ART & IMAGE
In this special issue of Irish Migration Studies in Latin America, the journal of the Society for
Irish Latin American Studies (SILAS), we are seeking:
• IMAGES with entries or articles on Irish artistic figures/subjects in Latin America, the Iberian
Peninsula, and the Caribbean.
• IMAGES with entries or articles on Irish history and the Irish in Latin America, the Iberian
Peninsula, and the Caribbean.
• IMAGES with entries or articles on the Latin American presence, artistic or otherwise, in
Ireland.
• BOOK REVIEWS of recent studies pertaining to any of the subjects listed above: please send a
query regarding the book you propose to review before writing/sending the review.
SUBMISSION GUIDELINES
LIMIT THREE IMAGES PER ENTRY/ARTICLE – OF PEOPLE, PLACES OR THINGS – UNLESS JUSTIFICATION IS
PROVIDED FOR MORE – PLEASE DESCRIBE SOURCE OF IMAGE AND/OR CONFIRM PERMISSION TO REPRODUCE

Article submissions must be 1. accompanied by a brief author cv and 2. must be sent with at
least one compelling or relevant image (medium resolution JPEG). Limit three images per
submission and editors reserve the right to make fewer or more images a condition of
publication. To be considered, article submissions must follow the guidelines that can be found
at this link: http://www.irlandeses.org/journal/contributors-guidelines/
Entry submissions must follow the guidelines for articles, above, except with respect to length;
entries should be between 1,500 and 3,000 words.
Book review queries must be accompanied by 1. a brief cv of the person who intends on
writing the review; 2. complete information on the text that will be reviewed (title, author,
number of pages, date of publication, publisher, language, ISBN number, etc.); 3 a brief
description of the book’s content; and 4. a brief explanation of how the book/book review fits
into this special issue of IMSLA.
Send your article, entry, or book review query to imageissue@csub.edu
Deadline for Submissions: October 15, 2019.

